IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Dartmouth College
Recognizes With Deep Appreciation
The Extraordinary Achievements of

The Class of 2007
Special Recognition for
A Record Breaking Fifth Year Reunion Program

The Class of 2007 set a new Gold Standard with their first major reunion post-graduation. Their reunion committee worked in perfect concert with members of the class, alumni relations, and the Dartmouth College Fund. The Class of 2007 shined during the June 2012 reunion season. The '07s took home both the Class of 1930 Trophy and the Class of 1894 Trophy, which celebrate the class with the largest number of alumni that return to campus for a reunion and the class that has the highest percentage of classmates at a reunion. An innovative communication and participation committee used social media to their advantage and spread the word about their upcoming reunion via Facebook, Twitter, newsletters, the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine and traditional email. Keep it up Class of 2007 – we are expecting great things from you in the years to come.
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